
IDES	360	
Good	editorial	design



Good	editorial	design:		

• appeals	to	the	target	audience	(function);	
• suits	the	subject	matter	(function);	
• differentiates	itself	(USP);	
• is	consistent,	yet	varied.



What	are	the	design	ingredients	  
for	effective	editorial	design?

Name as many as you can.

Pacing

Synergy and contrast

White space 

Type hierarchy: section/department headers, headline, deck (dek), byline, pull quotes, captions, folios

 Graphic devices: rules, drop caps, bullets, arrows, etc.

Side bars



•Pacing:	varied	types	on	content	
•Three	course	meals:	side	bars,	etc.	
•Synergy	and	contrast:	between	and	
within	articles	
•Strong	type	hierarchy:	headers,	
headline,	deck	(dek),	byline,	body	copy,	
pull	quotes,	captions,	folios,	etc.	
•Graphic	devices:	colour,	rules,	drop	caps,	
bullets,	arrows,	end	marks,	etc.	
•Image	cropping	and	framing	
•Layout	and	white	space



What is another major consideration for designing for magazine?


The gutter



In print editorial and long copy docs, it is critical to think in spreads and to consider binding method and required gutter space



Pacing	content



Pacing and subtle changes within similar content



Placement of images

Width of titles

Placement of pull quotes




varying size and number of images



Contrast within a spread: single page articles to break the flow. Different grids.



Pacing within an article:

Typical opening spread for a feature article includes: what?







Single spread articles to break up the flow of the publication (snacks)



Synergy	and	contrast



Synergy = creating consistent themes/graphic devices throughout an article (examples?)

Contrast = (examples?)



How is contrast used here?



Creating contrast between articles.

What is good here?

What is risky?

Why is the risk relevant?



What other tools are being used here?



Contrast of a coloured background can be a good way to make a (snack) article stand out.

Why else is it helpful?




Synergy of graphic devices that echo throughout an article



Contrast and adaptation in how they are used



What other tricks/tools are in use here?



Synergy of graphic devices that echo throughout an article





Synergy in illustration style throughout an article



Contrast in layout



White	space



1960s	Willy	Fleckhaus	TWEN	Magazine

Why is smart use of white space important?



1960s	Willy	Fleckhaus	TWEN	Magazine



White space can be as powerful, and draw you in as much as the content. 



Powerful contract between image and white space.











In a very dense layout, white space can be critical, even in small doses





Type	hierarchy



Headings	
Subheadings		
Drop	caps		
Pull	quotes	
Captions		
Credits	
Story	Breaks	
Folios



DESIGNING WITH TYPE HIERARCHY TOOLS:

Credits

Captions

Folios

Headings

Subheadings

Contrasting typefaces and type styles

Story Breaks

Drop caps

Pull quotes

Side bars

Captions



DESIGN TOOLS:

Department headings

White space

Credits

Captions

Folios

Headings

Subheadings

Contrasting typefaces and type styles

Story Breaks

Drop caps

Pull quotes

Side bars

Captions



DESIGNING WITH TYPE HIERARCHY TOOLS

Contrasting typefaces and type styles

Headings

Subheadings

Pull quotes

Captions

Folios

Story Breaks




DESIGNING WITH TYPE HIERARCHY TOOLS

Contrasting typefaces and type styles

Headings

Subheadings

Pull quotes

Captions

Folios

Story Breaks




DESIGNING WITH TYPE HIERARCHY TOOLS

Contrasting typefaces and type styles

Headings

Subheadings

Pull quotes

Captions

Folios

Story Breaks




DESIGNING WITH TYPE HIERARCHY TOOLS

Contrasting typefaces and type styles

Headings

Subheadings

Pull quotes

Captions

Folios

Story Breaks




Graphic	devices



graphic device

graphic device graphic device

Arrows

Arrows



Arrows



graphic device

Arrows



Arrows



Arrows and inset circles



Arrows

Numbered annotations




Photo frames. 

End marks or end signs



Continuation marks



Too much going on. Too many devices





DESIGN TOOLS:

White space

Credits

Captions

Folios

Headings

Subheadings

Contrasting typefaces and type styles

Story Breaks

Drop caps

Pull quotes

Side bars

Captions







The Atlantic









Report on Business











Rules



Rules can divide and anchor content



DESIGN TOOLS:

Rules can create hierarchy through distinct separation



DESIGN TOOLS:

Rules can divide articles within a page



Rules can separate different levels of content





The Atlantic uses very heavy rules in a number of different ways.




Ideally rules and other graphic devices should be functional as well as aesthetic.







Some magazines use gutter rules. 

It is a stylistic choice. 

It can help provide more structure in a ragged alignment.

Rules eat up space.



Some magazines use rules as frames, and/or to identify a specific type of content





Sometimes borders are a mainly decorative graphic device 
What other function do they perform here?





What purpose are rules serving here?





Drop	caps



Headings	
Subheadings		
Drop	caps		
Pull	quotes	
Captions		
Credits	
Story	Breaks	
Folios





1960s	Willy	Fleckhaus	TWEN	Magazine

Drop caps



The Walrus



Encroaching on text box



Outside of text box





Recurring theme with hierarchy.



V magazine



Opening	spreads



Concept?

Dept Heading?

Title treatment?

Placement and style of deck?

Placement and style of byline?




2000s	Fred	Woodward	Rolling	Stone	magazine

Concept?

Dept Heading?

Title treatment?

Placement and style of deck?

Placement and style of byline?




Concept?

Dept Heading?

Title treatment?

Placement and style of deck?

Placement and style of byline?




Concept?

Dept Heading?

Title treatment?

Placement and style of deck?

Placement and style of byline?




Concept?

Dept Heading?

Title treatment?

Placement and style of deck?

Placement and style of byline?




Concept?

Dept Heading?

Title treatment?

Placement and style of deck?

Placement and style of byline?




Concept?

Dept Heading?

Title treatment?

Placement and style of deck?

Placement and style of byline?




Concept?

Dept Heading?

Title treatment?

Placement and style of deck?

Placement and style of byline?




Dept Heading

Unusual deck placement

discreet byline

discreet caption

single article 2 images

use of 2 different frames





Image	cropping	and	framing









Next	week:	side	bars


